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1 

OXIDE HETEROSTRUCTURES HAVING 
SPATIALLY SEPARATED ELECTRON-HOLE 

BILAYERS 

2 
2DEG or the 2DHG; and a gate electrode that is configured 
to alter the current flowing between the source electrode and 
the gate electrode when a gate voltage is applied to the gate 
electrode. The transistor can be, for example, a p-channel 

REFERENCE TO GOVERNMENT RIGHTS 5 transistor, an n-channel transistor, or a bidirectional transis
tor. 

This invention was made with government support under 
DE-FG02-06ER46327 awarded by the US Department of 
Energy and under FA9550-15-l-0034 awarded by the 
USAF/AFOSR. The government has certain rights in the 
invention. 

Other principal features and advantages of the invention 
will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon review 
of the following drawings, the detailed description, and the 

10 appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
BACKGROUND 

Illustrative embodiments of the invention will hereafter be 
15 described with reference to the accompanying drawings, 

wherein like numerals denote like elements. 
The study of electrons and holes at semiconductor inter

faces has led to many interesting discoveries, particularly 
when both can be used as a comparison, or interact with each 
other as excitonic and Coulomb drag excitations. A two
dimensional electron gas (2 DEG) at an oxide heterointer
face, however, is confined electronically at atomic length 20 

scales. Its properties arise from orbital-selective quantum 
confinement. The confinement of the 2DEG arises primarily 
from the self-consistent electric potential, rather than a 
physical quantum well thickness. As a result, its strong 
spatial gradients enhance its electronic correlations. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a cross-sectional 
view of an oxide heterostructure that gives rise to a 2DEG 
and a 2DHG. 

FIG. 2 shows an energy band structure diagram for a 
heterostructure that gives rise to a 2DEG and a 2DHG. 

FIGS. 3A-3D depict atomically-abrupt p-type interfaces 
in epitaxially-grown STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. FIG. 
3A shows the electronic reconstruction across the whole 

25 heterostructure. The polar catastrophe mechanism suggests 
that the non-zero electric field coming from the polarity 
discontinuity at the heterointerfaces needs to be compen
sated to avoid potential divergence. At the bottom interface 

Since two-dimensional (2D) conduction at a polar/non
polar oxide heterointerface was first observed, substantial 
effort has been devoted to understanding the underlying 
physics and microscopic origin of interface conductivity. 
One interesting but still challenging issue is the realization 30 

of electron-hole bilayers using the 2D-confined charge car
riers in oxide heterostructures. 

The emergence of the 2D-confined electrons in oxide 
heterointerfaces is often understood within the "polar catas
trophe" model. (See, Nakagawa, N., Why some interfaces 35 

cannot be sharp. Nat Mater 5, 204-209 (2006).) Applied to 
an interfacial electron liquid oxide heterostructure, due to 
the polar discontinuity at the polar/non-polar interface, an 
electric field in the overlying polar layer points away from 
the interface to the top surface. The resulting electrostatic 40 

potential diverges as the thickness of the heterostructure 
grows. To avoid such potential divergence, negative charge 
carriers accumulate at the interface, creating a so-called 
n-type interface. Similarly, a p-type interface can be envis
aged at the interface between an oppositely oriented polar 45 

material and a non-polar material. Even though theoretical 
studies have predicted 2D-confined hole carriers at such 
interfaces, most of the experimentally-tested p-type inter
faces have exhibited insulating behavior. 

of (LaOt/(TiO2 )
0

, the polar instability is resolved by 
2D-confined electrons. At the top interface of (SrO)0

/ 

(AlO2f, hole carriers can resolve the polar instability. FIG. 
3B shows STEM-ADP images obtained at the top interface. 
The inset shows the filtered image with a higher magnitude. 
The atomic configuration is notified by schematics. FIG. 3C 
shows EDS elemental mapping of the same sample. The 
interface is atomically abrupt, and intermixing is not sig-
nificant. FIG. 3D shows a COBRA-derived cation electron 
density map across the top STO/LAO interface. The inter
face is atomically abrupt and consists ofSrO andA1O2 layers 
as designed. 

FIGS. 4A-4E depict electrical transport properties of a 
2DHG and a 2DEG in the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. 
FIG. 4A is a schematic depicting the separate contacts for 
the top and the bottom interface. FIG. 4B shows Hall 
resistance Rxy versus magnetic field µOH the top and the 
bottom interface at 4 K. The top interface clearly shows a 
positive slope indicating the p-type conductivity, while the 
bottom interface shows a negative slope indicating the 
n-type conductivity of 2DEG. FIG. 4C shows the tempera-

SUMMARY 

Oxide heterostructures that form spatially separated elec
tron-hole bilayers are provided. Also provided are electronic 
devices, such as transistors, that incorporate the oxide het
erostructures. 

50 ture dependency of sheet resistance Rxx (T) for the top 
(squares) and the bottom (circles) interfaces. FIG. 4D shows 
the temperature dependency of sheet carrier density nsheet 

(T) for the interfaces. FIG. 4E shows the temperature 
dependency of mobility µH (T) for the interfaces. The inset 

One embodiment of an oxide heterostructure includes: a 
base layer comprising SrTiO3 ; a polar layer comprising 
LaAlO3 , on the base layer; a non-polar layer comprising 
SrTiO3 on the polar layer; a two-dimensional electron gas 
confined at an interface between the base layer and the polar 
layer; and a two-dimensional hole gas confined at an inter
face between the polar layer and the non-polar layer. 

One embodiment of a transistor includes: an oxide het-

55 shows the mobility graph with a linear scale at low tem
perature. 

FIGS. SA and SB depict charge distribution in the STO/ 
LAO/STO heterostructure. FIG. SA is a charge distribution 
map of the STO (4 nm)/LAO (16 nm)/STO sample obtained 

60 by the in-line electron holography technique. The top and 
the bottom interfaces clearly show the positive and the 
negative charges, respectively. FIG. SB shows the charge 
density profile across the top and bottom interfaces. The line 

erostructure of the type described herein; a source electrode; 65 

a drain electrode, wherein the source electrode and the drain 
electrode are in electrical communication through either the 

profile is obtained by averaging the charge density map over 
200 nm in lateral dimension. 

FIGS. 6A-6D depict the oxygen vacancy distribution in 
the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. FIG. 6A is a schematic 
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depicting the mechanism ofDR-CLS. By optically detecting 
the luminescence signals, the band-to-defect transitions can 
be detected as well as a band-to-band transition. FIG. 6B 
shows a profile of the oxygen vacancy index across the 
interfaces. FIG. 6C shows the representative CLS data in the 5 

top STO film. FIG. 6D shows the representative CLS data in 
the bulk STO substrate. 

4 
from the graph because the topmost lattice spacing value is 
not reliable due to the incomplete layer coverage. 

FIGS. 7A-7C depict the theoretical calculation of layer
resolved density of state (DOS) in the STO/LAO/STO 
heterostructure. FIG. 7A shows the atomic structure of the 
STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. Three cases are considered: 
a defect-free structure with no oxygen vacancies and two 
defect structures with oxygen vacancy placed either at the 
top STO/LAO interface or at the top of the LAO layer. The 
position of oxygen vacancy is indicated in the scheme. FIG. 
7B shows the layer-resolved DOS of the defect-free struc
ture. The polar interfaces create an electric field in LAO 
which places the Fermi energy (denoted by the dashed 
vertical line) in the conduction band of STO at the bottom 
interface, resulting in the 2DEG, and in the valence band of 
STO at the top interface, resulting in the 2DHG. FIG. 7C 
shows the layer-resolved DOS of the defect structure with 
oxygen vacancy at the top STO/LAO interface and at the top 
of the LAO layer. The electric field in LAO is quenched, and 
the Fermi energy is pinned by the oxygen vacancy defect 
state, which eliminates the 2DHG at the top interface. 

FIGS. lOA-lOG depict fabrication of metal contacts for 
electrical characterizations. FIGS. lOA-lOD show the fab
rication process for the separate contacts to the top and the 
bottom interface. Using a photolithography method and 
ion-milling, the top STO thin film is square-patterned first. 
To minimize the formation of additional oxygen vacancy or 
other defects, the ion-milling process was performed with a 

10 very gentle condition (See Methods). The 4 comers of the 
pattemed-STO are then covered by Pt (90 nm)/Al (20 nm) 
pads. A conventional wire-bonding was performed on the 
metal pads for the top interface contact, and on the bare LAO 

15 
surface for the bottom interface contact. FIG. lOE is an 
optical image of the pattemed-STO and metal pads on it. 
FIG. lOF shows I-V characteristics of the top and the bottom 
interfaces at room temperature. Both channels are showing 
Ohmic contacts. FIG. lOG shows the Hall resistance Rxy (H) 

20 measured by the metal contacts at room temperature. Note 
that the metal contacts fabricated by this method show a 
reliable performance with a low noise. 

FIGS. llA-llE depict electron energy-loss spectra 
(EELS) of STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. FIG. llA shows 

25 schematic and STEM images of the STO/LAO/STO hetero
structure. Circles represent the depth positions at which the 
EELS were measured. FIG. llB shows the depth of the 
position-dependent Ti-L2 _3 edge spectra. FIG. llC shows the 
depth of the position-dependent 0-K edge spectra. FIG. llD 

FIGS. SA-SD depict epitaxial synthesis and structural 
characterization of the STO/LAO/STO (001) heterostruc
ture. FIG. SA shows the thickness-dependent evolution of 
in-situ RHEED intensity oscillation during the PLD depo
sition of the STO and LAO films. FIG. SB shows atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) images measured on the surface of 
STO(00l) substrate, LAO (40 unit-cells) film and STO (10 
unit-cells) film, respectively. The insets in AFM images 35 

represent the RHEED patterns at each step of the PLD 
growths. FIG. SC shows the out-of-plane 8-28 X-ray dif
fraction pattern around (002) STO peak. FIG. SD depicts 
reciprocal space mapping of the heterostructure. The STO 
and the LAO thin films are fully coherent with the (001) 40 

STO substrate. 

30 shows the representative Ti-L2 _3 edge fine structure taken 
from the bulk STO substrate and the top STO film. FIG. llE 
shows the representative 0-K edge fine structure at the same 
positions. Note that the EELS data are nearly the same at the 

FIGS. 9A-9F depict 3D-COBRA of STO/LAO/STO het
erostructure. FIG. 9A shows CTR data and COBRA fits 
obtained from the STO(l0 unit-cells)/LAO (40 unit-cells)/ 
STO sample. The fitting result exhibited the R-factor of 45 

5.1 %. FIG. 9B shows COBRA-derived 2D electron density 
maps of the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure sliced through 
the (110) plane. FIG. 9C shows COBRA-derived 2D elec
tron density maps of the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure 
sliced through the (200) plane. FIG. 9D shows an electron 50 

density profile across the top and the bottom interfaces. The 
top p-type interface is atomically-abrupt, while the bottom 
n-type interface is slightly intermixed in the range of -3 
unit-cells. The density profile fall-off at the top surface is 
mainly due to incomplete layer coverage. FIG. 9E shows a 55 

cation elemental profile of the same structure. The elemental 
profile represents the integrated electron number for each 
cation colunm along the out-of-plane direction (001 ). All the 
estimated electron numbers are consistent with the expected 
atomic number of Sr (38), La (57), Ti (22), and Al (13). The 60 

intermediate values near the n-type interface indicate the 
atomic intermixing. FIG. 9F shows the lattice spacing of 
each layers. The lattice spacing in the top STO layer is 
nearly identical with that in the STO substrate, indicating 
that the top STO thin film has a perfect lattice structure 65 

without significant oxygen vacancy defects. The lattice 
spacing between the 49th and the 50th layer is excluded 

both positions. This result shows that the oxygen deficiency 
in the top STO film is not greater than that in the STO bulk 
substrate. However, since the sensitivity of EELS is not 
sufficient to detect a small amount of point defect, we can 
only deduce that the oxygen deficiency of the top STO film 
is not severe enough to change the EELS fine structure. 
Thus, in the following, the DR-CLS technique was utilized 
to investigate the oxygen vacancy distribution in more 
detail. 

FIGS. 12A-12C depict CLS data at different depth posi
tions. FIG. 12A shows the CLS spectra from the top STO 
film. Note that the oxygen vacancy-related signal intensity, 
relative to the direct transition, from the top STO is much 
lower than that from the bulk STO substrate, which means 
the density of oxygen vacancy in the top STO film is 
extremely low. FIG. 12B shows the CLS spectra from the 
bulk STO substrate. The relative intensity of oxygen 
vacancy-related peaks is clearly stronger than those of the 
top STO film. The spectra features include the oxygen 
vacancy-related peaks and very small peaks related to anti
site Ti. FIG. 12C shows the effective probing depth of the 
electron beam as a function of incidental beam energy. These 
depth positions are calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. 
According to this result, each spectrum could be assigned to 
a specific depth position. 

FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram showing a cross-sectional 
view of an n-channel transistor. The n-chamiel transistor 
uses the 2DEG of the bottom LAO/STO interface as an 
n-type chamiel and the STO substrate (base layer) as a back 
gate dielectric layer. 

FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing a cross-sectional 
view of a p-channel transistor. The p-chamiel transistor uses 
the 2DHG of the top STO/LAO interface asap-type channel 
and the top STO film as a gate dielectric layer. 
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FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram showing a cross-sectional 
view of a bidirectional transistor that uses both the 2DEG 
and the 2DHG as channel layers. 

6 
oxygen vacancy index of 2 a.u. or lower. Low oxygen 
vacancy concentrations can be achieved by using a high 
oxygen partial pressure during the epitaxial growth of the 
heterostructure and, particularly, during the growth of the 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Oxide heterostructures that form spatially separated elec
tron-hole bilayers are provided. Also provided are electronic 
devices that incorporate the oxide heterostructures. 

5 SrTiO3 of the non-polar layer. For example, oxygen partial 
pressures of at least 1 xl0-3 mbar or at least 1 x 10-2 mbar can 
be used. 

An embodiment of an oxide heterostructure is shown 10 

schematically in FIG. 1. The oxide heterostructure includes 
a base layer of SrTiO3 102, a polar layer of LaAlO3 104 that 
forms an interface with the base layer, and a non-polar layer 

Embodiments of the heterostructures can be characterized 
by the high electron and hole mobilities of their 2DEG and 
2DHG, respectively. The mobilities of the charge carriers 
can be characterized by their Hall mobilities (pH), which can 
be measured as described in the Example. By way of 
illustration, in some embodiments of the oxide heterostruc
tures the holes of the 2DHG have a Hall mobility at 20 K of 

15 at least 4xl02 cm2v-1 s- 1
. This includes embodiments of the 

oxide heterostructures in which the holes of the 2DHG have 

of SrTiO3 106 that forms an interface with the polar layer. 
Within the oxide heterostructures, a two-dimensional hole 
gas (2DHG) 108 is formed at the interface between non
polar layer 106 and polar layer 104 and a two-dimensional 
electron gas (2DEG) 110 is formed at the interface between 
polar layer 104 and base layer 102. The interfaces that give 
rise to the 2DHG and 2DEG are high-quality, sharp, atomi- 20 

cally well-defined heterojunctions having low oxygen 
vacancy concentrations. The respective charge carriers in the 
2DHG and 2DEG are highly mobile and well-confined to 
their respective interfaces. 

The 2DHG is a thin layer of highly mobile, highly 25 

concentrated holes at the heterojunction between the non
polar SrTiO3 layer and the polar LaAlO3 layer. Similarly, the 
2DEG is a thin layer of highly mobile, highly concentrated 
electrons at the heterojunction between the polar LaAlO3 

layer and the base layer of SrTiOy The formation of the 30 

2DEG and 2DHG can be explained in reference to the 
band-bending due to the potential build-up in the LaAlO3 

layer and the resultant charge compensation shown in the 
energy band diagram for the heterostructure in FIG. 2. This 
diagram shows the formation of quantum wells in the band 35 

structure, in which holes become confined in the valence 
band to form a 2DHG and electrons become confined in the 
conduction band to form a 2DEG. One identifying charac
teristic of a 2DHG is a positive slope in the graph of the Hall 
resistance versus magnetic field for the interface forming the 40 

2DHG, as described in the Example. Similarly, one identi
fying characteristic for a 2DEG is a negative slope in the 
graph of the Hall resistance versus magnetic field for the 
interface forming the 2DEG. 

The polar LaAlO3 layer has a thickness of at least 4 unit 45 

cells, but may have a much greater thickness. For example, 
the LaAlO3 layer may have a thickness of at least 5 until 
cells, at least 10 unit cells, at least 20 unit cells, or at least 
30 unit cells. For example, the LaAlO3 layer may have a 
thickness in the range from 4 unit cells to 100 unit cells, 50 

although higher thicknesses can also be used. 
The heterostructure and, in particularly, the SrTiO3 of the 

non-polar layer desirably has a very low concentration of 
oxygen vacancies. In some embodiments of the heterostruc
tures, the SrTiO3 of the non-polar layer has an oxygen 55 

vacancy concentration that is even lower than that of the 
SrTiO3 of the base layer, which will generally correspond to 
a bulk SrTiO3 oxygen vacancy concentration. For the pur
poses of this disclosure, oxygen vacancy concentration is 
defined as the oxygen vacancy index, which is the intensity 60 

ratio between the peak at 2.9 eV and the peak at 3.6 eV in 

a Hall mobility at a temperature in the range from 1 K to 10 
K of at least 5xl02 cm2c-1 s-1, further includes embodi
ments of the oxide heterostructures in which the holes of the 
2DHG have a Hall mobility at a temperature in the range 
from 1 K to 10 K of at least 6xl02 cm2c-1s-1, and still 
further includes embodiments of the oxide heterostructures 
in which the holes of the 2DHG have a Hall mobility at a 
temperature in the range from 1 K to 10 K of at least Sxl 02 

cm2v-1 s- 1
. Notably, in some embodiments of the oxide 

heterostructures the electrons of the 2DHG have a Hall 
mobility at 20 K of at least 4xl 02 cm2v-1s- 1

. This is 
includes embodiments of the oxide heterostructures in which 
the electrons of the 2DEG have a Hall mobility at a 
temperature in the range from 1 K to 10 K of at least 5xl 02 

cm2v-1 s-1, further includes embodiments of the oxide het
erostructures in which the electrons of the 2DEG have a Hall 
mobility at a temperature in the range from 1 K to 10 K of 
at least 6xl02 cm2v-1 s-1, and still further includes embodi
ments of the oxide heterostructures in which the electrons of 
the 2DEG have a Hall mobility at a temperature in the range 
from 1 K to 10 K ofat least 8xl02 cm2v-1 s- 1

. Notably, in 
some embodiments of the heterostructures, the holes of the 
2DHG have a Hall mobility that is as high as, or is higher 
than, the Hall mobility of the electrons in the 2DEG, at least 
at a temperature in the range from 1 K to 50 K. The highly 
mobile electrons and holes in the 2DEG and 2DHG, respec
tively, are well confined at their respectively interfaces, 
typically within a distance of 4 nm or less, for example, 3 nm 
or less. 

The heterostructures can be incorporated into a variety of 
electronic devices, including transistors, such as field effect 
transistors. One embodiment of a transistor includes a 
source electrode in electrical communication with the 2DEG 
or with the 2DHG, a drain electrode in electrical commu
nication with the same 2DEG or 2DHG, and a gate electrode 
that is configured to alter the current flowing between the 
source electrode and the drain electrode when a gate voltage 
is applied to the gate electrode. Two components can be 
considered to be in electrical communication if there is a 
path through which electrons can flow from one component 
to the other when a voltage is applied. The two components 
can be, but need not be, in direct contact. 

The transistor may be an n-channel transistor (FIG. 13) in 
which the source electrode 1302 and the drain electrode 
1304 are in electrical communication with the 2DEG 1306 
of the heterostructure and the gate electrode is a back gate 
electrode 1308, configured to alter the flow of current 
between source electrode 1302 and drain electrode 1304 

a cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (DR-CLS) spectrum of 
the material. The measurement of oxygen vacancy concen
trations based on CLS data is illustrated in the Example. By 
way of illustration, the SrTiO3 of the non-polar layer can 
have an oxygen vacancy index of2.5 a.u. or lower, including 
embodiments of the polar layer in which the SrTiO3 has an 

65 when a gate voltage is applied. In the n-channel transistor, 
source electrode 1302 and the drain electrode 1304 are in 
electrical communication through 2DEG 1306, which serves 
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as then-channel. Back gate electrode 1308 is disposed over 
then-channel 2DEG between the source electrode and the 
drain electrode. 

Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 14, the transistor may be 

8 
cells)/STO heterostructure are given in FIG. 3B. The top 
STO/LAO interface is atomically abrupt and smooth. Such 
an atomically-well defined interface is desirable for realizing 
a 2DHG because the atomic intermixing at the interface can 
reduce the potential difference between the consecutive 
layers and negate the interface band bending that is crucial 
for the interfacial charge confinement. The magnified atomic 
structure (the inset in FIG. 3B) clearly indicates that a 
high-quality SrO/AlO2 interface has been built between the 

a p-channel transistor in which the source electrode 1402 5 

and the drain electrode 1404 are in electrical communication 
with the 2DHG 1410 of the heterostructure and the gate 
electrode 1408 is configured to alter the flow of current 
between source electrode 1402 and drain electrode 1404 
when a gate voltage is applied. In the p-channel transistor, 
source electrode 1402 and drain electrode 1404 are in 
electrical communication through 2DHG 1410, which 
serves as the p-channel. Top gate electrode 1408 is disposed 
over the p-channel 2DHG between the source electrode and 
the drain electrode. 

10 top STO and the LAO thin films. Atomic-scale energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping 
was performed on the same sample (FIG. 3C). The EDS 
maps show the chemically-abrupt top interface with atomic 
intermixing limited to -1 unit-cell. 

15 To verify the atomic structure in more detail, synchrotron 
The transistor also may be a bidirectional transistor (FIG. 

14) that includes: a first source electrode 1502 and a first 
drain electrode 1504, wherein first source electrode 1402 
and first drain electrode 1406 are in electrical communica
tion through the 2DHG 1510 of the heterostructure; a second 
source electrode 1512 and a second drain electrode 1514, 
wherein second source electrode 1512 and second drain 
electrode 1514 are in electrical communication through 
2DEG 1510; a first gate electrode 1508 configured to alter 
the flow of current between first source electrode 1502 and 
first drain electrode 1504 through 2DHG 1510 when a gate 
voltage is applied to the first gate electrode; and a second 
gate electrode 1518 configured to alter the flow of current 
between second source electrode 1512 and second drain 
electrode 1514 through the 2DEG 1516 when a gate voltage 
is applied to the second gate electrode. 

EXAMPLE 

This example illustrates the fabrication of SrTiO3 / 

LaA1O/SrTiO3 (STO/LAO/STO) heterostructures to realize 
a 2DHG. As shown in FIG. 3A, if the STO substrate is 
TiO2 -terminated, p-type and n-type interfaces are expected 
to form at the top and the bottom of the STO/LAO/STO 
heterostructure, respectively, to avoid a polar catastrophe. 
The first-principles calculations (FIGS. 7A, 7B, and 7C) 
indeed demonstrated the accumulation of n-type carriers at 
the bottom interface and p-type carriers at the top interface 
consistent with the polar catastrophe model. The polar 
discontinuity may, however, also be resolved by the accu
mulation of positively-charged oxygen vacancies at the top 
interface. This is evident from the first-principles calcula
tions (FIG. 7C) indicating the absence of the 2DHG when 
oxygen vacancies were formed in STO or LAO close to the 
top interface. This implies that, even though one can fabri
cate a high-quality p-type interface, the interface may still be 
insulating due to the ionized oxygen vacancies. Therefore, to 
practically realize 2DHG, two issues must be addressed: (1) 
building a high-quality p-type interface composed of SrO/ 
AlO2 layers, and (2) minimizing oxygen vacancies near the 
p-type interface. 

STO/LAO thin films were synthesized using pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD) with in-situ monitoring of reflection high
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) on TiO2 -terminated 
(001) STO substrates (FIGS. SA, SB, SC, and SD). To 
minimize the oxygen vacancy formation during growth, 
oxygen partial pressure in the chamber was kept as high as 
10-3 mbar for LAO growth and 10-2 mbar for STO growth, 
respectively. The samples were also in-situ post annealed in 

X-ray crystal truncation rod (CTR) measurements were 
performed and subsequently analyzed using the coherent 
Bragg rod analysis (COBRA) method (FIGS. 9A, 9B, 9C, 
9D, 9E, and 9F). FIG. 3D shows the COBRA-derived cation 

20 electron density map across the top interface. The electron 
density sharply changed at the interfaces, indicating the high 
quality of the interface with a minimal intermixing. The 
clearly discernible difference in integrated electron numbers 
at the interface (FIG. 9E) show that the top STO/LAO 

25 interface consisted ofSrO andA1O2 layers as designed. This 
consistency between the atomic design and the actual atomic 
structure is important because non-uniform atomic termina
tions or severe atomic intermixing at the interface involve 
intricate and non-trivial phenomena affecting the overall 

30 band structures in oxide heterostructures that may be detri
mental to the 2DHG formation. 

The electrical transport properties of the top and the 
bottom interfaces in the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure 
were examined. To separately measure the transport of each 

35 interface, the top STO film was square-patterned. Then, 4 
corners of the STO were covered by metal pads (FIGS. l0A, 
l0B, l0C, l0D, l0E, l0F, and lOG). In this way, the top 
interface could be contacted only by the metal pads, while 
the bottom interface could be contacted by a conventional 

40 wire-bonding method (FIG. 4A). The magnetic field-depen
dent Hall resistance Rxy (H) is given in FIG. 4B. The top 
interface clearly showed p-type conductivity as opposed to 
the bottom interface. The temperature-dependent sheet resis
tance Rxx (T) of the top and bottom interfaces are given in 

45 FIG. 4C. The Rxx of the interfaces were found to be quite 
similar to each other for a wide range of temperatures ( 4 
K-300 K). The sheet carrier densities nsheet (T) of both 
interfaces were not strongly dependent on temperature (FIG. 
4D). On the other hand, their Hall mobility µH (T) showed 

50 a clear temperature dependency (FIG. 4E). At low tempera
tures, the mobility of both electrons and holes was roughly 
independent of temperature since the transport was domi
nated by defect scattering. As the temperature increased, the 
mobility decreased with temperature since the phonon scat-

55 tering started to dominate the scattering mechanism. 
It is notable that the mobility of 2DHG was comparable 

and even slightly higher than the mobility of 2DEG at low 
temperature (see the inset of FIG. 4E). This was a surprising 
result because holes are usually known to be less mobile 

60 with higher effective mass than electrons. The calculated 
electron mass at the conduction band minimum was about 
0.4 m 0 for the ~Y band and about 0.9 m0 for the dxz.yz bands. 
These values were smaller than the effective hole mass of 1.2 

an oxygen ambient (See Methods). Scanning transmission 65 

electron microscopy-annular dark-field (STEM-ADP) 
images taken from the STO (10 unit-cells)/LAO (40 unit-

m
0 

calculated at the valence band maximum. These esti
mates, however, did not take into account the electron
phonon coupling which renormalizes the effective masses of 
carriers. The electrons were strongly coupled to phonons in 
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the LAO/STO system forming large polarons. As the result, 
the effective electron mass renormalized to a larger value of 
2.5 m

0
• In contrast, holes were weakly coupled to phonons, 

which is evident from the calculated electron-phonon cou
pling matrix element for the valence band maximum being 5 

seven times smaller than that at the conduction band mini-

10 
depth-dependency, while the amount of oxygen vacancy in 
the bulk STO increased with depth. Since the formation 
energy of an oxygen vacancy is the highest at the n-type 
interface, the density of oxygen vacancies is expected to 
increase with distance away from the interface into the bulk 
region. The representative CL spectra obtained from the top 
STO and the bulk STO substrate are given in FIGS. 6C and 
6D, respectively. The whole set of CL spectra is given in 
FIGS. 12A, 12B, and 12C. The spectrum feature of the top 

mum. Hence, taking into account the electron-phonon cou
pling, it is likely that the effective mass of holes is compa
rable or even smaller than the effective mass of electrons. 
This qualitatively explains why the relatively large hole 
mobility was comparable to the electron mobility. 

10 STO film is mainly related to oxygen vacancies. Considering 
the high sensitivity of CLS technique, this result implies that 
the top STO film does not contain any defects other than an 
extremely small amount of oxygen vacancy, which is con
sistent with EELS and COBRA results. These structural 

Using an in-line electron holography technique, it was 
directly demonstrated that the 2DHG was indeed formed at 
the STO/LAO interface. The map of charge distribution in 
the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure is given in FIG. SA. A 
high density of positive charges was clearly observed at the 
top STO/LAO interface. The bottom interface showed the 
opposite negative charges that are the 2DEG. Considering 
the high conductivity at both interfaces, those positive and 
negative charges at each interface are hole and electron 20 

carriers rather than localized ionic charges. If the observed 
positive charges mainly originated from ionized oxygen 
vacancies, it would have been seen as local expansion of 
lattice spacing. However, the lattice spacing profile obtained 

15 studies unambiguously demonstrated that the 2DHG was 
realized in oxide heterostructures containing minimal oxy-
gen vacancies. 

By realizing the 2DHG in the STO/LAO/STO hetero
structure, it was demonstrated that a spatially-separated 
electron-hole bilayer could be established in an oxide sys
tem. Although a 40-unit-cell-thick (-16 nm) LAO barrier 
was utilized for the separate electrical contacts, much thin
ner barriers will make the two quantum-wells interact with 
each other more strongly. In such coupled quantum-well 

by 3D-COBRA (FIG. 9F) did not show such signals. 25 systems, the 2DEG and 2DHG can bind to each other, 
resulting in the formation of excitons. FIG. SB shows the charge density profile across the top 

and bottom interfaces. Note that the distribution of holes is 
uniform and well-confined to the p-type interface within -2 
nm. The narrow and uniform distribution of holes is prob
ably related to the fact that there are no hole-doping defects, 30 

such as oxygen vacancies providing additional electrons to 
2DEG, which cause a broad and inhomogeneous charge 
distribution in the bulk region. Even though the electron 
distribution at the bottom interface is slightly broader than 
the hole distribution at the top interface, the 2DEG is also 35 

well confined to the bottom interface within only -3 nm. 
This indicates that the oxygen vacancy doping is also not 
significant in our STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. 

The presence of hole carriers at the top interface can be 
more strongly supported by verifying the lack of oxygen 40 

vacancies near the interface. Electron energy-loss spectros
copy (EELS) study, which can show the underlying elec
tronic structures of materials, was performed to determine 
the oxygen deficiency in the STO/LAO/STO heterostructure 
(FIGS. llA, llB, llC, llD, and llE). The top STO layer 45 

showed an EELS edge shape that was nearly identical to that 
of the STO bulk region in the same sample. This result 
implies that the oxygen deficiency of the top STO thin film 
is not severe enough to change the EELS fine structure. 
However, since even a smaller amount of point defects, 50 

which is less than the EELS sensitivity, can significantly 
affect the band structure of oxide system, the absence of 
oxygen vacancy needed to be confirmed by an additional 
technique with a higher sensitivity. 

To obtain more detailed information about the oxygen 55 

vacancy distribution, depth-resolved cathodoluminescence 
spectroscopy (DR-CLS) analyses were performed on the 
STO/LAO/STO heterostructure. The DR-CLS, in which the 
penetration depth of the incident electron beam varies with 
beam energy, provided information on defect optical tran- 60 

sitions as well as band-to-band transition of the oxide 
material (FIG. 6A). The line profile of the oxygen vacancy 
index, which directly reflects the density of oxygen vacan
cies, is given in FIG. 6B (see Methods). The top STO film 
exhibited considerably small signs of oxygen vacancies, 65 

even smaller than that of the bulk STO substrate. The small 
amount of oxygen vacancies in the top STO film showed no 

Methods 
Sample Fabrication and Electrical Characterization. 
STO and LAO thin films were epitaxially grown on 

TiO2 -terminated SrTiO3 (001) substrates using pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD) with in-situ reflection high energy electron 
diffraction (RHEED) monitoring. To obtain the TiO2-termi
nated substrates, as-received STO substrates were etched 
using buffered-HF for 1 min, and then annealed at 900° C. 
for 6 hours. The atomically flat surface of the thermally
treated substrate is shown in atomic force microscopy 
images in FIG. SB. During film growth, the temperature of 
the PLD chamber was kept as 750° C. The oxygen partial 
pressure for the LAO and the STO was 10-3 mbar and 10-2 

mbar, respectively. After growing the STO/LAO films, the 
samples were in-situ post-annealed under the oxygen ambi
ent of 1 atm at 600° C. for 1 hour. After the post-annealing 
process, the samples were slowly cooled down to room 
temperature in the oxygen ambient. 

To make the square pattern of STO, a conventional 
photolithography technique was utilized to make the PR 
patterns on as-grown samples. The samples were then 
slowly ion-milled at a low power (milling rate of -1 
mn/min). After the ion-milling, the samples were re-pat
terned by photolithography to make metal pads. The metal 
pads of Pt (-90 nm)/Al (-20 nm) were deposited by sput
tering. Lastly, Al wires were bonded on top of the metal pads 
for contacting to p-type interface. The n-type interface was 
contacted by wire-bonding directly on top of the LAO 
surface. The electrical transport was measured through these 
contacts in Van der Pauw geometry. 

The electrical transport measurements were conducted 
using an Oxford Maglab 2000 cryostat with a superconduct
ing solenoidal magnet over a temperature range from 4 K to 
300 K. Hall measurements were performed by sourcing 
positive and negative currents while sweeping the magnetic 
field over a range from -2 T to +2 T. The current polarity 
was switched at less than 1 Hz, avoiding AC effects while 
maintaining an effectively constant field. The resistance was 
determined via a linear fit to the voltages measured at each 
current polarity. The areal carrier density was computed 
using the single-band equation nshee,=(dRx)dB qr1 where 
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RH is the Hall resistance, q the electron charge, and B the 
applied magnetic induction. Both conducting interfaces 
were measured during the same field sweep, but neither was 
current sourced nor was voltage fixed in one interface during 
measurement of the other. 

Theoretical Calculations. 
The electronic structure of the LaO/TiO2 (n-type) and 

AlOiSrO (p-type) interfaces were modelled using a super
cell structure containing two n- and p-type interfaces sym
metrically arranged at the opposite sides of the central STO 
layer. This allowed the elimination of otherwise spurious 
electric field occurring in STO due to the periodic boundary 
condition. The overall supercell was 2(STO)/Sr0/5(LAO)/ 
TiO2/6(STO)/5(LAO)/3(STO), where numerals represent 
the number of unit-cells, and contained 220 atoms (FIG. 7A 
shows a half of the supercell). For the defect structures 
containing oxygen vacancies, the in-plane size of the super
cell was increased to Y2xY2 of the cubic perovskite unit-cell. 
The modeling was performed using density functional 
theory (DFT) within the projected augmented wave (PAW) 
method for the electron-ion potential and the local density 
approximation (LDA) for exchange and correlation, as 
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package 
(VASP). (See, Bloch!, P. E., Projector Augmented-Wave 
Method. Phys Rev B 50, 17953-17979 (1994); Kresse, G., et 
al., Efficient iterative schemes for ab initio total-energy 
calculations using a plane-wave basis set. Phys Rev B 54, 
11169-11186 (1996); Kresse, G., et al., From ultrasoft pseu
dopotentials to the projector augmented-wave method. Phys 
Rev B 59, 1758-1775 (1999).) The calculations were carried 
out using a kinetic energy cutoff of 340 eV and an 8x8xl 
k-point mesh for Brillouin zone integration for a defect-free 
structure and a 6x6xl k-point mesh for structures with 
oxygen vacancies. The ionic coordinates were fully relaxed 
with a force convergence limit of 0.01 eV/atom. The in
plane lattice constant was constrained to that of the LDA 
calculated lattice constant of STO (a=0.386 nm). 

STEM-EELS and EDS Measurements. 
For STEM measurements, the samples were prepared 

using a standard lift-out method on a focused ion beam (FIB, 
JEOL JIB-4601F) to a thickness of around 100 µm. Sample 
thickness was further reduced to a regime where the atomic
scale STEM imaging is possible by Nanomill (Model 1040, 
Fischione). Surface damage induced by FIB was removed 
while varying the ion beam energies in the range of 500-900 
eV in Nanomill system. HAADF STEM images were 
obtained on a JEM-ARM200F microscope (Jeol Ltd., 
Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a spherical aberration corrector 
(ASCOR) operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage. The 
probe convergence angle of approximately 22 mrad was 
used. The inner and outer angles of the HAADF detectors 
were 90 and 200 mrad, respectively. The obtained HAADF 
STEM images were deconvoluted with a simulated probe 
function (DeConv HAADF software, HREM Research Inc., 
Japan) to obtain good signal-to-noise data. EEL spectra and 
spectrum images were obtained at 200 kV using an EEL 
spectrometer (Gatan GIF Quantum ER, USA) with an 
energy resolution of 0.8 eV. HAADF STEM imaging mode 
combined with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer 
(JED-EDS, JEOL) was used to obtain atomic resolution 
chemical mapping data. Fast atomic-scale EDS mapping 
data of the sample within several minutes was acquired by 
utilizing a dual-type EDS detector (the effective X-ray 
sensing area of a 100 mm2 for each) with a large effective 
solid angle (-0.8 sr) and a highly focused electron probe 
(-1.1 A). The resulting chemical maps were obtained by the 
multiple frame summation up to less than 500 frames with 

12 
the 256x256 pixel resolution and an acquisition time of 10 
µsec per pixel (-5.5 min in maximum as a total acquisition 
time). The background noise floor in each map was removed 
using a Wiener filtering process. 

5 Synchrotron Crystal Truncation Rod and Coherent Bragg 
Rod Analysis. 

To precisely determine the full atomic structure of STO 
(10 unit-cells )/LaAlO3 ( 40 unit-cells) thin films epitaxially
grown on a (001) STO substrate, we performed X-ray crystal 

10 truncation rod (CTR) measurements, and analyzed the CTR 
data using a phase retrieval technique known as coherent 
Bragg rod analysis (COBRA). The COBRA method applies 
an iterative process of alternatively satisfying constraints in 
real and reciprocal space to reconstruct the diffraction 

15 phases from measured diffraction intensities. (See, Zhou, H. 
et al. Anomalous expansion of the copper-apical-oxygen 
distance in superconducting cuprate bilayers. P Natl Acad 
Sci USA 107, 8103-8107 (2010).) The CTR measurements 
were conducted on a six-circle diffractometer using an X-ray 

20 energy of 20 ke Vat sector 12-ID-D of the Advanced Photon 
Source, Argonne National Laboratory. The X-ray beam at 
the beamline had a total flux of 4.0xl012 photons/sand was 
vertically focused by a beryllium compound refractive 
lenses down to a beam profile of -20 µm. The 2D-scattering 

25 images of CTRs at each step in the reciprocal lattices were 
recorded with a pixel array area detector (Dectris PILA
TUS-1 mm Si 100 K). A large group of symmetry-inequiva
lent CTRs were recorded with Lmax=4.5 reciprocal lattice 
units (r.l.u.) for (001) pseudo-cubic system. The data acqui-

30 sition sampling density was 400 points per r.l.u., sufficient to 
oversample the pronounced Laue-fringes along each CTR. 
Overall, more than 15,000 structural factor amplitudes were 
collected during this measurement. The generic approach 
based on refining a parameterized model (for example, 

35 model-dependent nonlinear least squares fitting) is not appli
cable to COBRA results for uncertainty estimation. Instead, 
a method called noise analysis was adopted to estimate the 
error bars of the parameters of interest. (See, Zhou, H., 
Pindak, R., Clarke, R., Steinberg, D. M. & Yacoby, Y. The 

40 limits of ultrahigh-resolution x-ray mapping: estimating 
uncertainties in thin-film and interface structures determined 
by phase retrieval methods. J Phys D Appl Phys 45 (2012).) 

In-Line Electron Holography Measurement and Analyses. 
In-line electron holography was carried out using a field-

45 emission TEM (Libra 200 MC, Carl ZEISS) operated at 200 
kV equipped with a monochromator (CEOS, Germany) and 
in-colunm type energy filter. An objective aperture of 10 µm 
in diameter was used to select the transmitted beam, which 
limits the spatial resolution to 0.8 nm. Bright-field (BF) 

50 TEM images at defocus values ranging from - 7 µm to + 7 µm 
were acquired in 1 µm step by exposing a 2048x2048 pixels 
fiber-optically coupled camera (UltraScan 1000 XP, Gatan, 
Inc.) for 4 s. All images were recorded using the corrected 
OMEGA in-column energy filter to remove inelastically-

55 scattered electrons outside an energy window of 0±5 e V. In 
order to minimize electron beam damage and also to secure 
a large field of view, the BF TEM images were obtained at 
a low magnification (x31,500) under low electron dose 
conditions. The obtained in-line electron holograms were 

60 used to reconstruct the phase shift of the transmitted beam 
using the full resolution wave reconstruction (FRWR) algo
rithm. (See, Koch, C. T., Towards full-resolution inline 
electron holography. Micron 63, 69-75 (2014).) Then, the 
reconstructed phase data were converted to the map of the 

65 projected electrostatic potential by the linear equation. Sub
sequently, the charge density map was obtained from the 
potential data using Poisson's equation. In this process, the 
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electric field-dependency of dielectric constant was taken 
into account. (See, lanolin, P. E., Strain on ferroelectric thin 
films. J Mater Sci 44, 5025-5048 (2009).) However, the 
charge density values might be overestimated due to the 
inaccuracy in determining the thin film dielectric constants. 5 

Depth-Resolved Cathodoluminescence Spectroscopy 
Measurement and Analyses. 

Depth-resolved cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (DR
CLS) was performed using a Physical Electronics Inc. (PHI) 
110-10 glancing incidence election gun operated with beam 
voltages from 0.5 kV to 4.5 kV and an emission current 

10 

controlled to provide a constant power of 1 mW with 
varying voltages under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. 
The emitted photons were collected by a CaF 2 lens in 
vacuum, passed through a sapphire window port of the UHV 
h 

15 
c amber into an Oriel F-number matcher. The collected light 
was then dispersed through an Oriel MS260i monochroma
tor using a grating with a 300 nm blaze into an Andor iDus 
OE charge coupled detector (CCD). The sample was coated 
wi_th a IO-nm-thick gold overlayer and a grounded copper 20 
gnd above it to minimize charging due to the incident 
electron beam. The oxygen vacancy index shown in FIG. 6B 
is defined as the intensity ratio between the CLS peak at 2.9 
eV and the peak at 3.6 eV. The CLS peaks at 2.9 eV and at 
3.6 eV represent the oxygen vacancy-related transition and 
the band gap transition of STO, respectively. 

25 

The word "illustrative" is used herein to mean serving as 
an ex_ample, in~tance, or illustration. Any aspect or design 
descnbed herem as "illustrative" is not necessarily to be 
con_strued as preferred or advantageous over other aspects or 30 
designs. Further, for the purposes of this disclosure and 
unless otherwise specified, "a" or "an" means "one or 
more". 

The foregoing description of illustrative embodiments of 
the invention has been presented for purposes of illustration 

d 
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an of description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to 
limit the invention to the precise form disclosed and modi
fications and variations are possible in light of the above 
teachings or may be acquired from practice of the invention. 
The embodiments were chosen and described in order to 

1 
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exp ain the principles of the invention and as practical 
applications of the invention to enable one skilled in the art 
to utilize the invention in various embodiments and with 
various modifications as suited to the particular use contem
plated. It is intended that the scope of the invention be 
defined by the claims appended hereto and their equivalents. 

45 

What is claimed is: 
1. An oxide heterostructure comprising: 
a base layer comprising SrTiO3 ; 

a polar layer comprising LaAlO3 on the base layer; 50 
a non-polar layer comprising SrTiO3 on the polar layer, 

the SrTiO3 of the non-polar layer having a lower 
oxygen vacancy concentration than the SrTiO3 of the 
base layer, 

14 
a two-dimensional electron gas confined at an interface 

between the base layer and the polar layer; and 
a two-dimensional hole gas confined at an interface 

between the polar layer and the non-polar layer, 
wherein the two-dimensional hole gas has a Hall hole 
mobility that is at least as high as the Hall electron 
mobility of the two-dimensional electron gas at a 
temperature in the range from 1 K to 50 K. 

2. The heterostructure of claim 1, wherein the SrTiO3 of 
the non-polar layer has an oxygen vacancy index of no 
greater than 2. 

3. An oxide heterostructure comprising: 
a base layer comprising SrTiO3 ; 

a polar layer comprising LaAlO3 on the base layer; 
a non-pol~ layer comprising SrTiO3 on the polar layer, 

the SrT1O3 of the non-polar layer having a lower 
oxygen vacancy concentration than the SrTiO3 of the 
base layer, 

a two-dimensional electron gas confined at an interface 
between the base layer and the polar layer; and 

a two-dimensional hole gas confined at an interface 
between the polar layer and the non-polar layer, 
wherein the two-dimensional hole gas has a Hall hole 
mobility of at least 4xl02 cm2v-1s- 1 at a temperature 
of 20 K. 

4. Th~ heterostructure of claim 1, wherein the polar layer 
has a thickness of at least 5 unit cells. 

5. Th~ heterostructure of claim 2, wherein the polar layer 
has a thickness of at least 5 unit cells. 

6. A transistor comprising: 
the oxide heterostructure of claim 1 · 
a source electrode; ' 
a drain electrode, wherein the source electrode and the 

drain electrode are in electrical communication through 
either the 2DEG or the 2DHG; and 

a gate electrode that is configured to alter the current 
flowing between the source electrode and the gate 
electrode when a gate voltage is applied to the gate 
electrode. 

7. Th~ heterostructure of claim 1, wherein the polar layer 
has a thickness of at least 4 unit cells. 

8. The heterostructure of claim 3, wherein the two
dimensional hole gas has a Hall hole mobility of at least 
5xl02 cm2v-1s- 1 sat a temperature in the range from 1 K 
to 10 K. 

9. The heterostructure of claim 3, wherein the SrTiO3 of 
the non-polar layer has an oxygen vacancy index of no 
greater than 2. 

10. T~e heterostructure of claim 3, wherein the polar layer 
has a thickness of at least 5 unit cells. 

11. The heterostructure of claim 10, wherein the polar 
layer has a thickness of at least 5 unit cells. 

* * * * * 


